Should we assess clinical performance in single patient encounters or consistent behaviors of clinical performance over a series of encounters? A qualitative exploration of narrative trainee profiles.
A variety of tools have been developed to assess performance which typically use a single clinical encounter as a source for making competency inferences. This strategy may miss consistent behaviors. We therefore explored experienced clinical supervisors' perceptions of behavioral patterns that potentially exist in postgraduate general practice trainees expressed as narrative profiles to aid the grading of clinical performance. We conducted semistructured interviews with clinical supervisors who had frequently observed clinical performance in trainees. Supervisors were asked to describe which behavioral patterns they had discerned in excellent and underperforming trainees, during different stages of training, in their careers as clinical supervisor. We analyzed the interviews using a grounded theory approach. The analysis resulted in a conceptual framework that distinguishes between desirable and undesirable narrative profiles. The framework consists of two dimensions: doctor-patient interaction and medical expertise. Personal values appear to be a moderating factor. According to experienced clinical supervisors, consistent behaviors do exist in GP trainees when observing clinical performance over time. The conceptual framework has to be validated by further observational studies to assess its potential for making robust and fair assessments of clinical performance and monitor the development of consultation performance over time.